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Automatic phasing of MR images. Part I: Linearly varying phase
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Abstract
In spin-echo and well shimmed gradient-echo images, the phase of the complex image often varies linearly in both the readout and
phase-encode directions. Thus, in principle, it is possible to display an image in absorption mode. However, manually determining the
two ﬁrst-order and one zero-order phase parameters needed to display an absorption-mode image is a formidable task. In this paper, the
Bayesian calculations needed to automatically determine these parameters are presented, and the calculations are illustrated using spinecho images.
 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Absorption-mode images, the real part of an appropriately phased discrete Fourier transform, have signiﬁcant
advantages over absolute-value images, including:
increased signal-to-noise ratio, elimination of the correlations between the signal and the noise, elimination of the
constant oﬀset, preservation of the sign of the magnetization and preservation of the k-space noise properties. In
addition, absorption-mode images are sharper than the
corresponding absolute-value images. For images in which
the phase varies linearly in both the phase-encode and
readout domains, three parameters are needed to produce
an absorption-mode image: two ﬁrst-order and one zeroorder phase parameters. In this paper, Bayesian probability
theory [1–6] is used to estimate these three phase
parameters.
The literature is modest with respect to the problem of
generating absorption-mode images. There are many
papers that address phasing one-dimensional NMR spectra
[7–14] and several papers that address phasing multi-
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dimensional NMR spectra [15,16]. However, only four
papers were found that directly address the problem of generating absorption-mode images, [17–20]. Of the four
papers, two [17,18] used a zero-order and a single ﬁrstorder phase parameter to generate the absorption-mode
image. The techniques described in these papers are not
adequate to phase MR images in which the phase is a linear
function in both the readout and phase-encode directions.
Liu et al. [19] recognized this problem and updated their
algorithm to include all of the necessary phase parameters.
However, they estimated the ﬁrst-order phase parameters
from the derivative of the image phase, which requires
simultaneous estimation of derivatives and solving the
phase unwrapping problem. The most recent paper [20] is
concerned with echo-planer spectroscopic imaging for
which the zero- and ﬁrst-order phase parameters were
determined using a nonlinear optimization procedure. In
the image domain, this estimation problem is isomorphic
to estimating a spatial frequency having unknown constant
phase and a positionally dependent amplitude. Searching
for this spatial frequency is similar to searching for the global maximum of a power spectrum. Unless good initial
estimates of the ﬁrst-order phase parameters are available,
nonlinear optimization procedures may become stuck in
local minima and yield nonoptimal phasing parameters.
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2. Advantages of absorption-mode images
Fig. 1 shows an ex vivo spin-echo image of mouse brain
acquired on a Varian NMR Systems 4.7-T scanner. The
matrix size is 128 · 128 with a ﬁeld of view of 2 cm by
2 cm. The voxel volume is 0.15 mm3 with TE = 55 ms
and TR = 3100 ms. The left-hand panels relate to absorption-mode images, while the right-hand panels relate to
absolute-value mode images. Fig. 1c is an absorption-mode
image of these data; while Fig. 1f is the same image displayed in absolute-value mode. The top two panels, (a)
and (d), are traces through the noise in the respective
images. While the center two panels, (b) and (e), are traces
through the mouse brain. The location of the four traces
are indicated by the solid lines, one white and one black,
on each image. The axes in these traces are drawn through
zero intensity.
In panel (a), a noise trace in the absorption-mode image,
the noise oscillates around zero and is uncorrelated. The
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noise is uncorrelated because the discrete Fourier transform is a linear operator, and if the noise is uncorrelated
in k-space, it remains uncorrelated in the image domain,
provided a nonzero padded discrete Fourier transform
was used to generate the image. However, in the absolute-value mode image, the noise ﬂuctuates around a positive oﬀset. This is illustrated in panels (d) and (e) where the
axis marks the location of zero intensity. The size of this
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
oﬀset is roughly p=2r, the mean of the Rayleigh distribution, where r is the standard deviation of the noise in the
absorption-mode image. Additionally, in regions where
there is signal, these ﬂuctuations are correlated with the signal intensity. To illustrate this, if S R and S I represent the
real and imaginary image signal components in a given
voxel, and if nR and nI represent the image noise, then
the absolute value of this image voxel is given by
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
2
ðS R þ nR Þ þ ðS I þ nI Þ , and terms of the form
2S R nR and 2S I nI are always present.

Fig. 1. Ex vivo images of mouse brain in formalin. The left-hand side of this ﬁgure relates to absorption-mode images, while the right-hand side, relates to
absolute-value images. (c and f) Absorption and absolute-value mode images, respectively. The upper two traces, (a) and (d) are traces through the noise,
while the middle two traces, (b) and (e) are through the brain. The arrows in (b) and (e) highlight the subtle diﬀerence in the sharpness of the absorptionmode images when compared to absolute-value images.
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The use of absorption-mode images has other beneﬁcial
eﬀects. For example, Fig. 1 shows one image from an inversion recovery sequence. If one phases the fully recovered
data set and then applies those same phases to the other
images in this sequence, the images will recover from negative to positive values; thus maintaining the correct sign of
the magnetization.
Examination of the area around the arrows in panels (b)
and (e) reveals that the absorption-mode image is sharper
than the absolute-value image. This sharpening is not as
pronounced as the sharpening of MR spectroscopic
absorption lines because the k-space data do not relax
appreciably due to T 2 over the time needed to acquire
them.
Fig. 1 panels (a) and (d) provides a comparison of the
noise present in absorption-mode verses absolute-value
mode images. Note that the peak-to-peak variation of the
noise in the absolute-value mode image is smaller than
the peak-to-peak variation of the noise in the absorptionmode image, 0.19 and 0.30, respectively. This accounts
for the somewhat smoother appearance of absolute-value
images. However, the noise in the absolute-value mode
image is not the peak-to-peak variation, rather it is the root
mean-square of all of the signal in the noise regions, including the oﬀset. This value, 0.43, is larger than the peak-topeak variation in the
image by a factor
pﬃﬃabsorption-mode
ﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ
of almost exactly a 2. This 2 comes about because, on
average, both the real and imaginary parts of the image
contribute 0:32 to the noise power. The noise in the absorption-mode image has zero oﬀset, while the noise in the
absolute-value mode data has a substantial oﬀset (0.37).
This oﬀset is noise dependent and may have undesirable
eﬀects on image analysis. For example, the estimated decay
rate constant for T 2 relaxation data using absolute-value
images gives relaxation rates that are too small because
parameter estimation procedures ﬁt all of the data including
the constant oﬀset, thus causing the exponential to decay
too slowly. Similar aﬀects are present in the parameter estimates using diﬀusion tensor data.
3. The model
In Bayesian probability theory, the ﬁrst step in any calculation is to relate the parameters of interest to the available data. To produce an absorption-mode image, there are
three parameters that must be determined, one zero-order
phase, h, and two ﬁrst-order phase parameters, sx and sy .
In k-space these ﬁrst-order phase parameters are the centers of the echos in the readout and phase-encode directions, and they will be referred to as time delays. These
time delays are on the order of one half the acquisition
time, i.e., the peak of the echo is near the center of the
acquisition window. Consequently, these delays cause the
phase in the complex image to vary by approximately
180 every other voxel in the image, Fig. 2. The trace
shown in Fig. 2 is the same one shown in Fig. 1b, before
the phase parameters were applied. This oscillation can

Fig. 2. The same trace shown in Fig. 1b before the eﬀects of the linear and
constant phase were removed. In a typical MR image the echos are
centered in the acquisition time. In the image domain, this time delay
corresponds to a spatial frequency which oscillate roughly every other
point in the image.

be mitigated somewhat by using a time shift before the discrete Fourier transform is performed. Some spectrometer
manufacturers do this, others do not; regardless, the
parameter estimation problem remains unchanged by shifting the origin of time.
In the image domain, the data look like a sinusoid having an unknown spatial frequency, a positionally dependent amplitude and a constant phase. If this image
domain model is used, the corresponding complex k-space
model is an orthogonal Fourier series:
d ji ¼

Nx
X

Bjk expfixk ðtxi þ sx Þ þ ihj g þ nji

ð1Þ

k¼1

where the ith complex data value of the jth phase-encode is
designated as d ji , the kth Fourier expansion coeﬃcient of
the jth phase-encode is designated as Bjk and the constant
phase for this phase-encode is hj . In dimensionless units,
the spatial frequencies, xk , run from zero to 2p in steps of
2p=N x , and the times, txi , are data point numbers, 0, 1, 2,
etc. Finally, nji represents the ith complex noise value in
the jth phase-encode. Separating Eq. (1) into its real and
imaginary parts, one has
d Rji ¼

Nx
X

Bjk M Rjki þ nRji

ð2Þ

k¼1

for the real data d Rji , and
d Iji ¼

Nx
X

Bjk M Ijki þ nIji

ð3Þ

k¼1

for the imaginary data d Iji , where nRji and nIji represent the
real and imaginary noise components. The two model functions, M Rjki and M Ijki , are given by
M Rjki  cosðhj Þ cosðxk ½txi þ sx Þ  sinðhj Þ sinðxk ½txi þ sx Þ
ð4Þ
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and

P ðsx j DIÞ / P ðsx j IÞ

M Ijki  cosðhj Þ sinðxk ½txi þ sx Þ þ sinðhj Þ cosðxk ½txi þ sx Þ:
ð5Þ
To obtain the posterior probability for sy , the role of
x and y are simply exchanged in the posterior probability
for sx . Consequently, we do not give the model relating
sy to the k-space data.

Z

dBdHdrP ðBHrD j sx IÞ;

The purpose of this paper is to obtain a set of point estimates for the three parameters, sx ; sy and h, and to use
these point estimates to generate absorption-mode images.
Bayesian probability theory is used to derive the posterior
probability for these three parameters. The posterior probability for the time delays, sx and sy , are derived in this
paper. The point estimates for these delays are obtained
by locating the maximum of their posterior probabilities.
In the case of the constant phase, h, an exact expression
for the maximum of its posterior probability is given. However, the derivation of this posterior probability and its
point estimate are given in a companion paper [22].
In Bayesian probability theory, everything known about
sx is summarized in a probability density function. This
posterior probability density function is designated as
P ðsx j DIÞ, which is read as the posterior probability for
sx given all of the data D and the prior information I.
The prior information I is all of the information used to
make this a well-posed problem, including the speciﬁcation
of the model and the information used in assigning the various probabilities. The posterior probability for sx is computed by application of Bayes’ theorem [1]:
P ðsx j DIÞ ¼

P ðsx j IÞP ðD j sx IÞ
;
P ðD j IÞ

ð6Þ

where P ðsx j IÞ is the prior probability for sx and represents
what is known about sx before collecting the data,
P ðD j sx IÞ is the direct probability for the data given sx
and represents what was learned from the data, and
P ðD j IÞ is the direct probability for the data given only
the prior information. In parameter estimation problems,
P ðD j IÞ is a normalization constant and can be dropped
provided the posterior probability is normalized at the
end of the calculation. Dropping P ðD j IÞ one obtains
P ðsx j DIÞ / P ðsx j IÞP ðD j sx IÞ:

ð7Þ

The direct probability for the data given sx , P ðD j sx IÞ, is
a marginal probability from which one or more hypotheses
have been removed by application of the sum and product
rules. In this particular case, the Fourier expansion coeﬃcients, the phases and the standard deviation of the noise
prior probabilities have all been removed by marginalization. Reintroducing these quantities and applying the
sum rule, one obtains

ð8Þ

where B, H and r represent all of the Fourier expansion
coeﬃcients, phases and noise standard deviations in the
model, Eq. (1). The right-hand side of this equation is factored using the product rule:
Z
P ðsx j DIÞ / P ðsx j IÞ dBdHdrP ðB j IÞP ðH j IÞ
 P ðr j IÞP ðD j BHrsx IÞ;

4. The Bayesian calculations
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ð9Þ

where probabilities of the form P ð j IÞ are prior probabilities for the respective parameters, and P ðD j BHrsx IÞ is the
direct probability for the data given the parameters.
In estimating the value of sx , the data may be thought of
as N y diﬀerent data sets, each bearing on the value of sx .
Since each phase-encode is an independent measurement,
the direct probability for all the data, P ðD j BHrsx IÞ, is
the product of the direct probabilities computed from each
line in k-space separately. Similarly, the prior probabilities
for the Fourier expansion coeﬃcients are the products of
the prior probabilities for the Fourier expansion coeﬃcients in each line of k-space. Factoring the posterior probability for sx , one obtains
Ny Z
Y
dBj1 . . . dBjN x dhj drj
P ðsx j DIÞ / P ðsx j IÞ
j¼1

 ½P ðhj j IÞP ðrj j IÞ  P ðBj1 . . . BjN x j IÞ
 P ðDj j Bj1 . . . BjN x hj rj IÞ;

ð10Þ

where logical independence of the parameters is assumed.
Additionally, some spectrometer manufacturers use ﬁlters
that are not ﬂat over the entire image. Consequently, the
noise standard deviation, rj , is positionally dependent.
The joint prior probability for the Fourier expansion coefﬁcients in the jth phase-encode, P ðBj1 . . . BjN x j IÞ, has not
been factored because a correlated prior for these expansion coeﬃcients will be assigned.
Numerical values must now be assigned to represent
each of the probabilities. The prior probability for the time
delay, P ðsx j IÞ, will be assigned using a uniform prior
probability:
2
if N x =4 6 sx 6 3N x =4
P ðsx j IÞ ¼ N x
;
ð11Þ
0 otherwise
where the prior ranges express the fact that outside of the
valid range the likelihood is aliased as a function of sx .
The prior probability for the standard deviation,
P ðrj j IÞ, is assigned a Jeﬀreys’ prior [2]
P ðrj j IÞ /

1
:
rj

ð12Þ

The prior probability for the phase, P ðhj j IÞ, is assigned
using a uniform prior probability:
1
if 0 6 hj 6 2p
P ðhj j IÞ ¼ 2p
:
ð13Þ
0 otherwise
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The prior probability for the Fourier expansion coeﬃcients, P ðBj1 . . . BjN x j IÞ, is assigned as a generalized Gaussian. This generalized Gaussian will be written as:
(
)
Nx X
Nx
b2 X
N x
Bjl Ukl Bjk ;
P ðBj1 . . . BjN x j bIÞ / rj exp  2
2rj k¼1 l¼1
ð14Þ
where several constant factors that cancel when the posterior probability density function is normalized have been
dropped. The matrix, Ukl , speciﬁes how the Fourier expansion coeﬃcients are related to each other. In the program
that implements this calculation, the matrix Ukl is tridiagonal, having ½1; 2; 1 as its three nonzero diagonals. This
tridiagonal matrix expresses the belief that adjacent voxels
should be approximately equal. The parameter b expresses
how strongly this is believed. In the calculations that follow, it is the Gaussian form of this prior that is important,
not the individual components of this matrix.
If the direct probability for the jth phase-encode,
P ðDj j Bj1 . . . BjN x hj rj IÞ, is assigned using a Gaussian noise
prior probability for the real and imaginary noise components, the joint posterior probability for sx , Eq. (10), can
then be written as:
P ðsx j DIÞ /

Ny Z
Y
j¼1



rj3N x 1

dhj drj dBj1 . . . dBjN x
(

)
Qj
exp  2 ;
2rj

ð15Þ

where several constants that cancel when this distribution
is normalized have been dropped. The quantity Qj is given
by
Qj 

Nx X
Nx
X
k¼1

þ

b2 Bjl Ukl Bjk

l¼1

Nx
X

Nx
X

d Rji 

i¼1

þ

Nx
X

!2
Bjk M Rjki

k¼1

d Iji þ

Nx
X

i¼1

Vkl  N x dkl þ b2 Ukl ;

Bjk M Ijki

d 2xj 

Bj‘ T j‘ þ

‘¼1

F Rj‘ 

Nx
X

½d Rji cosðx‘ ½txi þ sx Þ  d Iji sinðx‘ ½txi þ sx Þ

ð21Þ

½d Rji sinðx‘ ½txi þ sx Þ þ d Iji cosðx‘ ½txi þ sx Þ;

ð22Þ

i¼1

and
F Ij‘ 

Nx
X
i¼1

respectively. The functions F Rj‘ and F Ij‘ are essentially the
real and imaginary parts of a time shifted discrete Fourier
transform. To compress the notation, the time delays were
not separated from the other parts of the Fourier transform. However, application of various trigonometric identities reduces these quantities to linear combinations of the
real and imaginary parts of the discrete Fourier transform
of the k-space data. If N x is a power of 2, the fast discrete
Fourier transform may be used to compute F Rj‘ and F Ij‘ ;
otherwise, the slow transform must be used.
The functional form of Qj , Eq. (17), is quadratic in the
Bjk , so the integrals over the Bjk in Eq. (15) are Gaussian
quadrature integrals, where the limits of integration range
from minus to plus inﬁnity. Such integrals are easily evaluated and the results, but not the details, of evaluating these
integrals are given:
Ny Z
Y
dhj drj rj2N x 1
P ðsx j DIÞ /
(

)
2N x d 2xj  N x h2 ðhj ; sx Þ
 exp 
;
2r2j

ð16Þ

:

Bjl Vkl Bjk

ð17Þ

ð23Þ

where
h2 ðhj ; sx Þ 

Nx
1 X
^ j‘ T j‘ :
B
N x ‘¼1

ð24Þ

^ j‘ are given by the solution to
The B
Nx
X

^ j‘ ¼ F Rjk cos hj þ F Ijk sin hj ;
Vk‘ B

ð25Þ

‘¼1

k¼1

which, for convenience, is written as

where T j‘ is given by
T j‘  F Rj‘ cos hj þ F Ij‘ sin hj ;

ð20Þ

j¼1

Nx X
Nx
X
l¼1

Nx
1 X
ðd 2 þ d 2Ixji Þ:
2N x i¼1 Rxji

Finally, F Rj‘ and F Ij‘ , the projection of the real and
imaginary parts of the model onto the data, are given by

k¼1

Nx
X

ð19Þ

where dkl is a Kronecker delta function. The mean-square
data value of the jth phase-encode, d 2xj , is deﬁned as

!2

The ﬁrst line in this equation results from the prior
probability for the Fourier expansion coeﬃcients; the second and third lines are essentially v2 evaluated for the real
and imaginary parts of the jth phase-encode.
Substituting the deﬁnitions of M Rjki and M Ijki , Eqs. (4)
and (5), respectively into Eq. (16), one obtains
Qj  2N x d 2xj  2

and can be computed from the real and imaginary parts of
the discrete Fourier transform of the jth phase-encode. The
interaction matrix, Vkl , is given by

ð18Þ

^ j‘  ^aj‘ cos hj þ ^bj‘ sin hj ;
B

ð26Þ
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where ^
aj‘ and ^
bj‘ are given by the inverse of the Vk‘ matrix
dotted into the column vectors represented by
F Rjk and F Ijk , respectively.
To evaluate the integral over the phase, Eqs. (18) and
(26) are substituted into Eq. (24) to obtain
h2 ðhj ; sx Þ ¼

½F Rj‘ ^
aj‘ cos2 ðhj Þ þ F Ij‘ ^
aj‘ cosðhj Þ sinðhj Þ
ð27Þ

Using various trigonometric identities, this equation may
be transformed into
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
h2 ðhj ; sx Þ ¼ U j þ W 2j þ X 2j cosð2hj þ wj Þ
ð28Þ
with
Uj 

Nx
1X
½^
aj‘ F Rj‘ þ ^
bj‘ F Ij‘ ;
2 ‘¼1

ð29Þ

Wj 

Nx
1X
½^
aj‘ F Rj‘  ^
bj‘ F Ij‘ ;
2 ‘¼1

ð30Þ

Xj 

Nx
1X
½^
aj‘ F Ij‘ þ ^
bj‘ F Rj‘ 
2 ‘¼1

and
wj ¼ tan1

ð31Þ


Xj
:
Wj



ð32Þ

If Eq. (28) is substituted into Eq. (23), the integrand is of
the form expfcosðhj Þg, the integral representation of the I 0
Bessel function. Evaluating this integral, one obtains
P ðsx j DIÞ
Ny Z
Y

(

2N x d 2xj  U j
/
 exp 
2r2j
j¼1
q
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
0
1
W 2j þ X 2j
A:
 I 0@
2r2j

)

drj rj2N x 1

ð33Þ

ð34Þ

so Eq. (33) is very nearly equal to
(
)
Ny Z
Y
Vj
2N x 1
drj rj
exp  2 ;
P ðsx j DIÞ 
2rj
j¼1

ð35Þ

where a number of constant factors have been dropped.
This probability density function is of the form of Student’s
t-distribution and this t-distribution is used to estimate sx .
As noted above, to compute the posterior probability
for sy , P ðsy j DIÞ, one needs only exchange the roles of
x and y in the above equations.
Finally, one needs to compute the posterior probability
for the constant phase, P ðh j DIÞ. This is a marginal posterior probability in which the Fourier expansion coeﬃcients,
standard deviation of the noise prior probability and the
two delay times have been removed using the sum and
product rules of probability theory. However, as illustrated
in the next section, the delay times are so well determined
that marginalizing over them does little more than constrain them to their maximum posterior probability estimates. Additionally, any program that implements this
calculation will use a point estimate of the phase, not the
posterior density. Fortunately, a point estimate is available
that, given the delay times, returns the peak of the posterior
probability for h. The calculation of this posterior probability is essentially identical to the calculation just
described, and we do not repeat those details here. Those
interested in phase estimation can refer to [22]. The value
of the phase that maximizes this posterior probability
and its width are given by:
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
8r2
ðhÞest ¼ hmax  pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð38Þ
W 2 þ X2
 
1
X
1
;
ð39Þ
hmax ¼  tan
2
W

X ¼2

Ny X
Nx
X
j¼1

F Rj‘ F Ij‘ ;

ð40Þ

‘¼1

and
W ¼

Ny X
Nx
X
½F 2Rj‘  F 2Ij‘ ;
j¼1

ð41Þ

‘¼1

and F Rj‘ and F Ij‘ are the real and imaginary parts of the
two-dimensional discrete Fourier transform of the complex
k-space data after removing the eﬀects of both linearly
varying phases.
5. Discussion

with
V j  2N x d 2xj  U j 

ð37Þ

where X and W are given by

In this form, the integral over the standard deviation of
the noise prior probability, rj , is not easily represented in
closed form. Fortunately, near the location of the maximum, there is an approximation that is good to many decimal places. For large argument, the I 0 Bessel function is
nearly exponential:
expfzg
I 0 ðzÞ  pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ;
2pz

Ny
Y
N
½V j  x ;
j¼1

‘¼1

þ F Rj‘ ^
bj‘ cosðhj Þ sinðhj Þ þ F Ij‘ ^
bj‘ sin2 ðhj Þ:

where a term that is nearly constant over the high probability region has been dropped. In this form, the integral over
the standard deviation is a gamma integral. Evaluating this
integral, one obtains:
P ðsx j DIÞ /

Nx
X

189

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
W 2j þ X 2j ;

ð36Þ

Fig. 3 is the natural logarithm of the posterior probability for the delay times computed using the k-space data
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Fig. 3. The natural logarithm of the posterior probability for the delay times along both the readout direction (a), and in the phase-encode direction (b).
These delay times are typically very well determined by the k-space data. In (b), the natural logarithm of P ðsy j DIÞ goes through roughly 45,000 e-foldings.

shown in Fig. 1. The program that implements this calculation ﬁrst computes the discrete Fourier transform in the
readout direction and then uses this transform to compute
the natural logarithm of the posterior probability for sx
(Fig. 3a). In dimensionless units, sx varies from
N x =4 6 sx 6 3N x =4. The image shown in Fig. 1 contains
N x ¼ 128 complex data values, so sx ranges from
32 6 sx 6 96. Outside of this range, the posterior probability for sx is aliased, and no additional information is available. Note that the logarithm, starts out low and increases
from roughly -4000 to +8000. The reason the calculations
are performed using the natural logarithm is simply that
most computers cannot express this large of a dynamic
range any other way. Fig. 3b is the natural logarithm of
the posterior probability for sy . In the phase-encode direction, the logarithm of the posterior probability changes by
about 45,000 e-foldings.
The values of both delays have been determined very
precisely. To illustrate this, the fully normalized posterior
probabilities for sx and sy are displayed in Fig. 4. In

a

450

Fig. 3 the full nonaliased range, 32 6 s 6 96, for the delay
times was plotted, while the plots shown in Fig. 4 span
roughly 1/4300 and 1/9200 of the full nonaliased range.
These distributions are plotted on the same vertical scale
so that the diﬀerence in their widths, roughly a factor of
2.5, is more obvious. The mean and standard deviation
estimate of sx and sy are given by
ðsx Þest ¼ 66:0215  0:0025
and
ðsy Þest ¼ 63:9843  0:001

b

450
400

350

350

300

300

250

250

200

200

150

150

100

100

50

50
66.0

66.005

66.01

ð43Þ

respectively. In k-space, these uncertainties are in data
point numbers. In the image domain, an uncertainty of
0.0025 data points, causes an accumulated phase uncertainty of only 0.016 radians (less than one degree) across
the image. Consequently, the oscillations caused by the linearly varying phase are completely removed. The reason
these delays are so precisely determined is a combination
of signal-to-noise ratio and the number of data values.

400

0
65.995

ð42Þ

0
63.981

63.984

63.986

63.988

Fig. 4. (a and b) The fully normalized posterior probability for sx and sx , respectively. These posterior probabilities are plotted on the same vertical scale
to illustrate that the standard deviation of the distribution shown in (a) is 2.5 times larger (0.0025 time units) than the standard deviation of the
distribution shown in (b) (0.001 time units). Regardless, both echo centers are very precisely determined and, consequently, the linearly varying phase is
very accurately canceled in the resulting absorption-mode image. For example, the uncertainty in echo center in the readout direction (a), causes an
accumulated error in the phase of only 0.016 rad across the image.
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A typically image has 128  128 ¼ 16; 384 data values. The
uncertainty in the parameter estimates scales inversely with
signal-to-noise ratio and inversely with the square root of
the number of data values.
Similarly, the constant phase is also very well determined. For the data shown in Fig. 1c, the estimated value
of the constant phase is
ðhÞest ¼ 24:346  0:002

ð44Þ

which means the error in constant phase is about one part
in 12,000. The reason for this precision is again a combination of signal-to-noise ratio and total number of data values. In Eq. (38), the factor in the denominator of the
square root (another square root) is essentially the totalsquared signal intensity in the real and imaginary parts
of the complex image. Consequently, that factor scales with
both the number of complex data values and the average
signal intensity. As a result, the uncertainty in the estimated phase varies inversely with the average signal-tonoise ratio and inversely with the square root of the total
number of complex data values.
The program that implements this calculation computes
the logarithm of the posterior probability for sx on a coarse
grid, varying sx over its valid range in steps of 0.5. The
value of sx that has the maximum posterior probability
on this grid is saved. Using this maximum value, the logarithm of the posterior probability is then evaluated at
(max + 1/2) and (max  1/2). These three values of sx ,
and the three posterior probabilities, are used to bracket
the maximum of the posterior probability. A one-dimensional search routine, similar to those described in [21], is
used to ﬁnd the value of sx that maximizes the posterior
probability. Using the value of sx that maximized the posterior probability, the eﬀect of the linear ﬁrst-order phase is
removed in the readout direction. The calculation is then
repeated in the phase-encode direction, and these time
delays are used to remove the eﬀects of the linearly varying
phase. Finally, the zero-order phase that has maximum
posterior probability is computed, and its eﬀect is then
removed. The three parameter estimates given in Eqs.
(42)–(44) are the values used to generate the absorptionmode image shown in Fig. 1c.
Because positivity was not imposed on the Fourier
expansion coeﬃcients, there is an ambiguity in the calculation of the zero-order phase, Eq. (39). If the calculated
value of the zero-order phase is ^
h, the phase that gives
positive intensities in the real channel can be either ^h or
^
h þ 180 . Before removing the zero-order phase, the program does a calculation to determine which of these two
phases is appropriate. This Bayesian calculation, not
given, essentially repeats the calculation for the posterior
probability for the zero-order phase given in [22] with
an uncorrelated prior for the Fourier expansion coeﬃcients that constrains these coeﬃcients to be positive. This
posterior probability is then evaluated for ^
h and ^
h þ 180 .
Because the amplitudes are required to be positive, the
phase that rotates the intensity to the real channel has
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very high probability, while the phase that rotates the
intensity to the imaginary channel has very low probability. Consequently, the phase with the highest posterior
probability is used to remove the eﬀects of the zero-order
phase.
Finally, if the size of the desired image is diﬀerent from
the actual complex size of the k-space data, the ﬁnal image
is generated using a zero-padded discrete Fourier transform, and the image is phased using the three computed
parameters.
6. Summary and conclusions
The advantages of absorption-mode vs. absolute-value
mode images have been illustrated, and a Bayesian-based
calculation has been described for generating absorptionmode images. These Bayesian calculations allow one to
produce absorption-mode images using data in which
the the phase of the image varies linearly as a function
of position, as it does in most spin-echo images. In this
lab, absorption-mode images are routinely produced on
data sets containing thousands of images (DTI data sets
with 48 directions and 60 to 70 slices are common). The
calculations described in this paper have never failed to
remove the eﬀects of both the linearly varying and constant phases.
In cases for which the data have ﬁeld inhomogeneity
artifacts, as is common in gradient-echo images, the calculations presented here are used to remove the eﬀects of both
the linearly varying and constant phase and then the calculations described in [22] are used to remove the eﬀects of
the nonlinear varying phases to produce absorption-mode
images. Additionally, the program that implements the calculation described in [22] produces an unwrapped map of
the image phase. Because these are the phases that deviate
from the expected linearly varying phase, the resulting
unwrapped phase maps are essentially images of the magnetic ﬁeld inhomogeneity.
The calculations presented in this paper are for 2D sliceselection data. Extending the calculations to 3D data
requires one additional discrete Fourier transform and
the estimation of a third delay time.
These calculations utilize the fact that the Fourier
expansion is an orthogonal expansion, so they cannot be
used on images in which the acquisition is not uniformly
sampled in both domains. The calculations could be
extended to nonuniformly sampled data, but said calculations would probably be computationally prohibitive due
to the matrix inversion used in Eq. (26).
When the number of complex data in a given k-space
data set are an integer power of 2, the fast discrete Fourier
transform can be used to compute the projection of the
data onto the model in that domain. Consequently, generating an absorption-mode image on a Sun Ultra 60 workstation requires less than a second. The calculations are
roughly a factor of 2 slower when the number of complex
data are not an integer power of 2.
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